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PRESS RELEASE
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Villingen-Schwenningen, June 20, 2016:

ROCIA
Technology in Perfection

The new luminaire family ROCIA launched by Waldmann includes a whole series of luminaires of versatile use. Technically highly developed and robust, ROCIA reflects the many years of experience by the Engineer of Light in the area of industrial lighting. 

ROCIA impresses with its unique resistance: The full-metal design ensures high mechanical and chemical stability. Moreover, the completely sealed housing prevents liquids, dust or foreign objects from entering the luminaire and protects the electronic and electric systems from being damaged. These properties and the maintenance-free LED technology give ROCIA an extremely long service life. 

ROCIA.focus – Spotlight for maximum comfort
Whether it is equipped with a two-piece arm with spring-loaded mounting to the base, a flexible tube with additional head joint or pivoting head with adjustable friction: The ROCIA.focus can be positioned with utmost precision, directing the light exactly to where it is needed. The selectable beam angle of 10° or 40° allows optimum adaptation to the environment and visual task. Despite the small size of the luminaire, the exact adjustment of lenses and LEDs enables illuminances of up to 30,000 lx, and the switchable dimming function lets you reduce the lighting level flicker-free to 30 %. The wide-range electronics and the integrated rectifier of the ROCIA.focus provide a constant light output in a supply voltage range of 12 – 28 VAC / 12 – 40 VDC. Arm-mounted and flexible-tube luminaires are also available with integrated power supply unit, allowing them to be operated directly and without plug-in power supply unit on a mains voltage of 100 - 240 VAC.

ROCIA.planar – Area light for high demands 
The flat luminaire ROCIA.planar impresses all practitioners with its full-metal design with impact-resistant screen and a high degree of protection. Its 3D head joint, high illuminance and outstanding light quality guarantee exact adjustability and set standards in terms of ergonomics. The integrated power supply unit allows the luminaire to be connected directly to a mains voltage of 100 – 240 VAC.
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B1_The elastic flexible tube allows the ROCIA.focus to be positioned with utmost precision, directing the light exactly to where it is needed.





B2_ROCIA.planar impresses with its maintenance-free LED technology with powerful
and homogeneous light and a 3D head joint.



About Waldmann
Waldmann stands for innovative lighting solutions. The medium-sized, family-run company was founded in 1928 and is today run in the third generation by owner Gerhard Waldmann. The company develops and manufactures high quality luminaires for industrial, office, care and health applications as well as systems for medical photo-therapy. The comprehensive know-how of the Waldmann lighting engineers stands for Quality Made in Germany and the continuous optimisation of productivity, safety, health and energy-saving. Head offices of the company and its 850 employees worldwide, are the Herbert Waldmann GmbH & Co. KG in Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany. For more information, please go to www.waldmann.com
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